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Fusion expand their line of high quality instrument hybrid cases, with the                      
launch of the 2011 Ltd. Edition Ukulele bag. 

When it comes to transporting your instrument, be it guitar, keyboard, cello, brass or woodwind, this 
British based company, offer stunning, innovative, problem solving solutions for the modern musician 
on the move. Whilst there are many gig bags on the market, none can offer the versatility and 
adaptability of the high quality Fusion range which now exceeds over 140 models.  

                                                                                                                                                                         
The 2011 Limited Edition Ukulele models, follow the company policy where every year, a popular 
line from the Fusion range is re designed and manufactured as a limited edition, offering the musician 
the chance to own a totally unique and individual Fusion product that’s a far cry from any mainstream 
gig bag on the market. The 2011 Limited Edition Ukulele model offers extreme protection for 
Soprano, Concert and Tenor sized ukuleles. 

To say these bags are tough is an understatement.                                                                                               
On a recent flight to a USA trade show, a collection of Limited Edition Ukulele bags were seen to be 
loaded into the hold, Frisbee style. Thoroughly protected by the unique Fusion design, the 
instruments arrived unscathed. 

The 2011 Limited Edition Ukulele Series, is as tough and robust as they come to protect these 
vulnerable instruments, whilst remaining lightweight for ease of portability. A sturdy 30mm thick, high-
density foam padding is at the core of the design, with a plush, nylon, Fusion embossed, non-scratch 
inner texture for a reassuringly snug fit, whilst three roomy pockets offer plenty of space for 
accessories.  

As with all instrument bags within the company’s vast range, they are a far cry from just a basic gig 
bag. On the outside, the 2011 Limited Edition Ukulele Series boasts a highly fashionable profile, 
displaying the Limited Edition metal badge that is numbered consecutively for each product 
manufactured.   

The inverted zips have stylish, rubber zip pulls to avoid scratching the instrument, while adjustable 
back straps and a side-grip carry handle, makes light work of transporting your favourite ukulele. 

Available in: Blue/Lime Green. For a full demonstration, please follow this link: 
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?p=PL74D40209C85556B9   

FUSION... more than just a gig bag! 
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